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Chocolate Wheel
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Game Structure

Selecting a Play Station
Each play station represents several winning numbers. Select your play station…

Inserting Coins
...and insert a coin. The LED light changes to green.
You will automatically take part in the next game

The wheel is started by the operator and spins
evenly...
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Game Play
... and the numbers are shining synchronously to
the rotation speed and the numbers passing the
arrow. Then, the wheel becomes slower and finally
rests. The winning number displayed remains current until the wheel rests. For each play station the
LED shines when the wheel passes the number. A
standstill means that the winning number is defined. The winning number is indicated by big arrow
on top from the wheel, by flashing LED of
playfields, digital displays and sound.

Possible Prizes
This giant chocolate prizes are unique in the world

NP Nordic
Nattvindsgatan 7
652 21 Karlstad
Sweden
Vertriebspartner in Schweden

Telefon: +46 54 850 870
E-Mail: info@npnordic.se

NP is seller from this chocolate bars. NP
is distribution partner for chocolate
wheel in Scandinavia
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The new design of the Chocolate Wheel features several development objectives :








Electronic operation with data for coin-in and prize-out
Integrated accounting (evaluation)
Electronic, exciting game with music and light
Simple and clear usuage
Different designs, also your own brands/ labels
The chocolate wheel could be ordered with 2 to 4 desks, 8 or 12 playfields each
Credits could be paid from user with coin-in or with payment to operator, who gives credits with
rear buttons on desk

Individual Components

Wheel with Arrow
Clear design with large advertising space for the
brand.

Choose standard brand
Or own brand representable

Digital Display
Double digital display (to the left and right of the
wheel) of the winning numbers.
Clear, simple and precise.
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Integrated Accounting
Important operation parameters can be retrieved
from the menu of the control unit. Also included:
number of coin-in and number of prize-out

Rear buttons
Alternative: credit confirmation from operator

8/12 Play Stations
By ordering the game you can choose between 8 or
12 playfields in a desk of 2 mtr

Single playfield

Each playfield consists a display, a wide LED and
coin-in slot.
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Calculation
Number of playfield are coincident to your credit: If you (for example) are working with 36
playfields you (averaged) will give out prize every
36th bet.
Choose your chocolate wheel in connection to
prize-out and credit/ playfield

Front speakers
To support the game with sound (rattle sound,
melodie, annoucing winning number

Central coin sampling
This picture shows how the coins from 6 playfields
are collected in a single box.

Option: Desk without coinmech
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Join the success of this new chocolate game

Brüsseler Straße 28, D-48455 Bad Bentheim-Gildehaus

Gack Spiel– und Freizeitgeräte GmbH

Telefon: 05924/ 7897– 0
Fax: 05924/ 7897– 11
Internet: www.gack.de
E-Mail: F.ter.Horst@gack.de
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